Indiana Companies to Watch

AIT Bioscience
In a more environmentally-conscious world, AIT Bioscience is giving those in the drug
development industry a paperless laboratory and a reduced turnaround time for testing.
In early 2009, the idea of a paperless lab was born. Three employees worked diligently to reach
that goal, and two years later the Electronic Laboratory Notebook system had been developed.
The company was earning business before AIT’s home was completed in September 2011.
Today, leaders note that if a potential customer visits the facility, it soon comes on board as a
client.
Earlier this year, the company was awarded its first international contract. With this new
contract and additional growth, AIT Bioscience expects its revenue to increase 268% in 2013.
AIT Bioscience also prides itself on being involved in the community, including serving on the
boards of leading higher education institutions.

At a glance:
Michael Evans, CEO
Current leadership since 2011
Founded: 2011
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: scientific research
and development
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 22 in
2012; 37 expected in 2013
www.aitbioscience.com

American Ultraviolet
By providing businesses with ultraviolet (UV) sterilization equipment, American Ultraviolet eliminates
many dangerous germs in hospitals and food and beverage factories.

At a glance:
Meredith Stines, president and CEO
Current leadership since 1980
Founded: 1960
Location: Lebanon
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/5
Full-time equivalent employees: 42 in
2012; 48 expected in 2013
www.americanultraviolet.com

American Ultraviolet was originally located in New Jersey, but after several years of growth and
relocation, the company moved to its present facility in Lebanon in 1995. Since then, it has
acquired several other ultraviolet businesses and opened additional offices across the country.
In 2009, American Ultraviolet entered the heating, air conditioning and ventilation (HVAC) industry
by evaluating and improving upon the products that were previously on the market. It created
UV lamps with a longer life and less mercury content, which offered a distinct advantage over
competitors.
Again in 2010, the company expanded its business by entering the health care industry with a
mobile room sterilizer. With its entry into the new market and other innovative products, American
Ultraviolet saw revenue grow 17% in 2012 and expects another increase of 50% in 2013.

AndyMark, Inc.
What do Purdue University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the University of
Zagreb have in common with NASA and a thousand school corporations? AndyMark, Inc.
AndyMark provides robotics parts and systems to schools and organizations (those listed above
and others), as well as hobbyists. The company, founded and co-owned by Andy Baker, was
originally run out of the owner’s home for three years before relocating into space at Inventrek
Technology Park. Moving to this location allowed Baker and vice president Mark Koors to leave
their jobs and devote full attention to their growing business.
In 2008, AndyMark won a bid for an original design to be the gearbox used in the FIRST (For
Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) Robotics Competition Kit of Parts. This
kit was used by 800 high school competitors in the 2008 FIRST Robotics Competition.
AndyMark has already given $800,000 in products and services to the FIRST Robotics
Competition in 2013, and pays its staff to travel to FIRST events to lend expertise.
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At a glance:
Andy Baker and Mark Koors, co-owners
Current leadership since 2004
Founded: 2004
Location: Kokomo
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 22 in
2012; 26 expected in 2013
www.andymark.com
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ATC Trailers
After economic conditions threatened its viability in 2009, ATC Trailers adapted its operations
to change with the times and grow its business.
The company embraced lean manufacturing, and updated business practices for collecting
debts and payables. The moves brought stability to all aspects of the operation.
A marketing director now works with customers and end users and a planning agreement
system is in place with active dealers to schedule out the year together. This agreement
benefits ATC Trailers by allowing the company to know what to expect from each dealer, and it
helps the dealers as they are given information on how the company will support them. The
system is something that sets ATC Trailers apart from its competitors.
With a 30% increase in revenue and a 32% increase in employees in 2012, ATC Trailers is
thriving and growing.

At a glance:
Steve Brenneman, CEO
Current leadership since 2009
Founded: 1999
Location: Nappanee
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 2/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 123 in
2012; 140 expected in 2013
www.aluminumtrailer.com

Bastian Automation Engineering
At a glance:
Bill Bastian, president
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Greenfield
Primary business: Manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 53 in
2012; 75 expected in 2013
www.bastiansolutions.com

Designing and creating several robots that can move heavy parts at 2,100 degrees Fahrenheit
while in a vacuum environment is just one way Bastian Automation Engineering sets itself apart
from competitors.
From 2008 to 2011, Bastian landed several large and profitable projects. Those successes led
to the company being able to purchase a laser cutting machine, which allowed the company to
complete more projects in-house. This led to a 132% increase in revenue in 2011.
Since then, the company has added a standard products division that allows it to produce a
standard conveyor for customer use. These conveyors are created with different materials and
technologies than standard conveyor designs and are designed to look less industrial.
Customization and the use of degreed engineers as sales people enables Bastian Automation
to succeed and grow.

Clinical Architecture
When Clinical Architecture was founded in 2007, team members had been working in the
trenches of health care information technology for over 20 years. They were facing a large
hurdle – clinical information and language that was not universally understood. Previously,
clinical teams would be required to translate terms from one system to another, often leading
to information not getting shared correctly, in a timely manner or not at all.
This led to the company producing Symedical®, a software solution that enables the exchange
of health care information about patients and medications, or even the best advice on how to
treat a particular disease in a specific set of circumstances.
Clinical Architecture offered a challenge to put the software up against a team of clinical specialists –
four pharmacists that had spent most of a year mapping medications for a hospital project. The
company loaded the same data into Symedical® and it replicated 70% of the work in 19 seconds,
proving the software could dramatically reduce costs and allow clinical resources to focus on
more appropriate work.
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At a glance:
Charlie Harp, CEO
Current leadership since 2007
Founded: 2007
Location: Carmel
Primary business: information technology
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 20 in
2012; 26 expected in 2013
www.ClinicalArchitecture.com
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Complexus Medical
Complexus Medical began in 1968 as a small tool and die shop in a basement in Mishawaka.
Today, its focus is on manufacturing complex orthopedic instruments.

At a glance:

By taking the opportunity to become an “overflow” shop for other companies, Complexus
Medical began to machine various parts used in the orthopedic industry.
The company’s next move came out of necessity during a slow economy. Leaders searched
new regions and landed orders at second tier original equipment manufacturers to make the
instruments complete. Those new-found jobs are the foundation for what the company does today.
Complexus Medical uses certified welders and skilled final finishers. It has developed processes
that enable it to manufacture difficult, close-tolerance surgical tools and handle the complex
geometry of the machines. An engineering staff has also been expanded to work closely with
customers at designing the next generation of products to be manufactured in the most
efficient ways.

David Behrens, president
Current leadership since 1990
Founded: 1968
Location: Mishawaka
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 60 in
2012; 75 expected in 2013
www.complexusmedical.com

Construct Solutions, Inc.
At a glance:
Joshua Glassburn, CEO
Current leadership since 2007
Founded: 2007
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: construction
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 60 in
2012; 73 expected in 2013
www.constructsolutionsinc.com

With an internal motto of “smarter is not harder,” Construct Solutions strives to obtain the
highest quality results in the government, commercial and residential full-service roofing
business by using the most efficient means possible.
Other services offered include storm damage restoration, historical building restoration, new
construction, roof repair, roof replacement and maintenance services.
Construct Solutions has successfully obtained multiple certifications and strategically teamed
with other firms to overcome the numerous obstacles to entering the commercial roofing
market. The 2010 calendar year was a transition, cutting back on residential work to gain
experience in the commercial area. The last two years have proven successful in that market,
with 161% revenue growth between 2011 and 2012.
The company also saw employee growth of 68% between 2011 and 2012. As a Center for
Veterans Enterprise-certified small business, the company strives to maintain a level of performance
that far exceeds the competition, doing so by employing other veterans strategically throughout
the company.

DECA Financial Services, LLC
Formed by a robust management team that grew up in the complex world of governmentbased collection services, DECA is a nationally-licensed collection agency specializing in health
care, education, financial services and municipal debt.
Since it entered the health care market, DECA has been able to produce results that have increased
clients’ returns nine times that of its competition. By taking its competitive advantage to the
under-served industry, the company has made an impact on the overall burden of health care
debt in the country.
The company’s collection strategy includes a proprietary scoring methodology, customized
collection letters and diligent phone campaigns. The strategy is regularly used on governmentbased portfolios more than 20 years past due. A team of trained bilingual recovery specialists
also enables the company to work with consumers who do not speak English.

At a glance:
Todd Wolfe, president and CEO
Current leadership since 2009
Founded: 2009
Location: Fishers
Primary business: financial services
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 95 in
2012; 126 expected in 2013
www.decafinancialservices.com

DECA expects revenue growth of 141% in 2013.
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Diverse Staffing, Inc.
As a result of the Great Recession, many staffing companies were closing their doors. Diverse
Staffing, on the other hand, opened four additional offices during that challenging financial time.
The company started to separate itself from competitors in 2003 when it developed a
temporary staffing division. The move brought more clients to the company when others were
simply not able to keep up with the high demand.
Diverse Staffing provides clients with a custom research-based recruiting model. This recruiting
model allows clients to identify, build and track a specialized, national database of the
country’s most highly skilled job candidates.
The model the company created takes its clients through a five-step process to help recruit
and retain employees that are the best in the field, as well as the best fit for the client.
The company expects a 35% increase in employee growth and a 29% increase in revenue
growth in 2013.

At a glance:
Clyde Harris II, president
Current leadership since 1999
Founded: 1999
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: administrative and
support services
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 5/1
Full-time equivalent employees: 98 in
2012; 132 expected in 2013
www.diversestaffing.com

Emerging Threats
A company’s network being invaded by a virus or malware can be its worst nightmare, but
Lafayette-based Emerging Threats can help prevent it from happening.

At a glance:
Ken Gramley, CEO
Current leadership since 2012
Founded: 2010
Location: Lafayette
Primary business: information technology
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 10 in
2012; 22 expected in 2013
www.emergingthreats.net

Emerging Threats is a world-leading provider of open source and commercial threat and
malware intelligence. Founded as a cyber-security research community, it provides custom
products for network-based malware threat detection.
The company realized that it needed to develop commercially for customers that require more
feature-rich solutions and a more structured product development. Emerging Threats was able to
launch its first commercial product and clearly define the company’s mission, strategy and leadership.
In 2012, Emerging Threats had a 1,050% increase in revenue and was recognized globally.
With such dramatic growth, Emerging Threats was also able to increase its staff by 150%. The
company expects to see 74% revenue growth and 115% staff growth in 2013.

EmNet, LLC
Each year, American cities overflow 860 billion gallons of raw sewage into rivers, lakes and
oceans. The total cost of upgrading sewers in the United States to eliminate this problem is
approaching $1 trillion.
EmNet is a multi-disciplinary engineering firm focused on real time intelligence and optimization
for municipal wastewater and storm water collection systems. EmNet’s smart sewer technology
was initially developed in conjunction with the University of Notre Dame and Purdue University.
Today, EmNet serves cities across the Great Lakes and the East Coast from Joliet, Ill. to
Washington D.C., including the cities of South Bend, Evansville, Fort Wayne and Elkhart, and is
now expanding to the West Coast.

At a glance:
Luis Montestruque, president
Current leadership since 2004
Founded: 2004
Location: South Bend
Primary business: information technology
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
www.emnet.net

EmNet’s core competency is maximizing existing sewer capacity utilizing complex networks of
data collection and computing agents. Real time intelligence and optimization visualizes all critical
aspects of sewer operation, pinpoints maintenance issues for operators and empowers sewers
to dynamically respond to storm events in real time. EmNet has consistently delivered returns
on investment of five times or more, while reducing sewer overflows by as much as 50%.
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Envisage Technologies
How do you know that members of the police force and military are properly trained? Envisage
Technologies builds software that does exactly that – it tracks public safety and homeland defense
professionals nationwide to ensure that they are trained, equipped and ready to protect others.
After 9/11, Envisage Technologies worried the company’s federal contract would be
terminated, but those worries were met with a shifted focus to the substantial vulnerabilities
within the country’s response capabilities.
After 10 years of studying the complexities of public safety, in 2011 Envisage Technologies
had an “aha moment,” when the company concluded that vulnerabilities stem from
“fragmentation” in the system. This realization is driving the launch of a new service that will
connect all public safety practitioners within a digital ecosystem, enabling the entire industry to
access information, goods and services in ways never before imagined.

At a glance:
Ari Vidali, founder and CEO
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 2001
Location: Bloomington
Primary business: information
technology
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/1
www.envisagenow.com

The software is currently tracking 390,000 public safety and homeland defense professionals
nationwide.

Fanimation, Inc.
At a glance:
Nathan Frampton, president
Current leadership since 2007
Founded: 1984
Location: Zionsville
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/1
Full-time equivalent employees: 48 in
2012; 50 expected in 2013
www.fanimation.com

It’s not often that a company’s products are made specifically for a major motion picture, but
Fanimation Inc. (originally located in Pasadena, Calif., and now based in Zionsville) creator Tom
Frampton was commissioned to do just that.
The Palisade fan fit into the lavish décor of the 1986 Bette Midler movie Down and Out in
Beverly Hills and became the company’s first big “hit.” A famous follow-up is the one-bladed
Enigma fan that was featured in the Will Smith movie, I, Robot.
Fanimation is a recognized industry leader for ceiling fan design and innovation. While unique
designs and finishes are important to the company, its innovations also keep pace with current
design trends, incorporate new technologies and encourage energy efficiency. Products that
incorporate DC motors, LED lighting and Energy Star certification demonstrate Fanimation’s
commitment to energy conservation.
In 2007, Frampton’s son, Nathan, took over leadership of the company. In 2012, Fanimation’s
annual sales broke the previously held record by 37%.

FRATCO, Inc.
FRATCO, Inc. did something that few of its competitors were doing in 1973 when it decided to
make the move from clay tile to plastic pipes. In order to do this, past president Rich Overmyer
had to travel to Germany to purchase the first extruder to manufacture plastic pipes. Most
competitors stayed in the clay business and are no longer in existence.
FRATCO is the first company in the North American corrugated pipe market to adopt the European
technology for automatic packaging and large pipe (up to 60 inches in diameter) production.
In 2006, Chris Overmyer, current president and CEO, bought the business from his family. This
allowed FRATCO to grow by incorporating manufacturing facilities in several states, which
added 50 employees. The company saw a major increase in revenue as well.
FRATCO continues to search for new markets and concentrates on developing new products
for specialty applications; it experienced 30% annual growth between 2010 and 2012.
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At a glance:
Christopher Overmyer, president and CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 1923
Location: Francesville
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/2
Full-time equivalent employees: 101 in
2012; 110 expected in 2013
www.fratco.com
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IBC Coatings Technologies, Inc.
Many companies find it difficult to utilize word of mouth marketing to promote their products,
as people tend to talk about their negative experiences instead of positive ones. However, IBC
Coatings Technologies was able to break that barrier with its first client.
The company’s success started with its initial forging show. At the event, a then-prospective
customer tested the company’s unique surface treatment process that had been developed to
improve the life of forging tools. The customer realized that the product lasted two to three
times longer at nearly the same price.
By the prospective customer testing the product, IBC Coatings Technologies was able to create
an ongoing account, and the customer has been a source of referrals for the company.
After successfully gaining new customers, IBC Coatings Technologies purchased land and built
its own plant to accommodate its growth. With the new plant, the company was able to secure
more orders in the oil and gas, aerospace, power generation, metal forming and die casting
industries, which diversified the company and yielded additional growth.

At a glance:
Solomon Berman, president and CEO
Current leadership since 1996
Founded: 1996
Location: Lebanon
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 34 in
2012; 40 expected in 2013
www.ibccoatings.com

Integrative Flavors
At a glance:
Georgeann Quealy, president
Current leadership since 2005
Founded: 1938
Location: Michigan City
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
www.integrativeflavors.com

Celiac disease and resulting gluten-free diets have dramatically changed the food industry. Instead
of sitting by and watching the world transform around it, Integrative Flavors satisfied the new
needs of its customers and added the Blue Label Blends by Cook’s Delight. The product began
the process of positioning Integrative Flavors as a market leader in the gluten-free food channel.
The company manufactures gourmet soup bases and savory flavor concentrates, specializing in
seafood, beef and chicken bases, offering gluten-free, organic-certified and low sodium products.
In the fall of 2012, president Georgeann Quealy realized that Integrative Flavors needed new
sources of innovation. She enrolled in the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses Initiative in
Chicago. She returned to the company with a new vision for the future.
The new gluten-free product was launched at the National Restaurant Association trade show
in May 2013. It offers customers a unique flavor option for their recipes, combining popular
and unconventional flavors into one stable product.

Kessler Crane, Inc.
Kessler Crane manufactures and sells camera support and motion control products to the
filmmaking community. Its products are used for everything from small independent projects to
network television shows and major Hollywood motion pictures.
Today, digital technology has taken over the filmmaking industry. Many companies saw the
digital single-lens reflex as a fad, but Kessler Crane saw it as a change in the industry that
would open up the video production market. The company began targeting the market with
smaller, lightweight equipment.
It also introduced the first affordable motion control system on the market, which gave
customers the ability to shoot motion control and time-lapse photography with motion, as
opposed to the traditional “static” technique. The CineDrive system and interface software will
have a lifespan of 10 years or longer.

At a glance:
Eric Kessler, president
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Plymouth
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 36 in
2012; 44 expected in 2013
www.kesslercrane.com

Kessler Crane is now looking to expand outside its industry and diversify the company.
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Kinetech
Have you noticed that the third brake light on some vehicles will pulse rapidly four times before
the brake light stays on? A small electric device, called Pulse, generates the reaction. The
device is designed to capture the attention of distracted drivers and improve the braking
reaction time of other drivers.
Founded by entrepreneur Mark Olson, Indianapolis-based Kinetech acquired BrakeSafe, which
was rebranded as Pulse and re-engineered into a new distribution model in 2011.
In order to increase the demand of Pulse, Kinetech began requiring its car dealership customers
to install Pulse on every car in the inventory. It guaranteed every car buyer would see the company’s
product, which led to a 95% sales penetration at the dealerships, up from 10% previously.

At a glance:
Mark Olson, president
Current leadership since 2011
Founded: 2011
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
www.pulseprotects.com

Kinetech was originally located in Arizona, but the company relocated its manufacturing and
logistics to Indianapolis. With its Indiana operations, it is closer to resources and suppliers
needed to design and develop its products. Kinetech’s revenue grew 284% in 2012.

Milestone Advisors, LLC
At a glance:
Thomas Gabbert, managing director
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: outsourced financial
assistance; business consulting
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 20 in
2012; 22 in 2013
www.milestoneadvisors.net

As a favor to a friend in 2003, Tom Gabbert offered to lend his part-time chief financial officer
consulting services to a local small business owner. Through that experience, the Milestone
Advisors founder discovered that the needs of a small business aren’t that different from that
of a large corporation – but most small businesses couldn’t afford the experience required to
meet those needs.
Milestone Advisors recognized the necessity for part-time accounting and business strategy
solutions to business owners so they can better manage their operations. The company offers
a suite of services to help entrepreneurs get the experience they need at a price they can afford.
The company has worked with over 500 entrepreneurial companies in a wide variety of industries,
but specializes in the areas of technology, life science, professional services and not-for-profits.
Revenue has grown 104% over the past five years and the company launched a new web site
and social media campaign in the fall of 2012 to create a more robust web presence.

Net Irrigate, LLC
While a copper thief may make off with $200 or $300 worth of copper wire from a rural
irrigation system, that theft can cost a farmer (and the insurance company) up to $10,000 to
repair or replace the damaged equipment.
That’s where Net Irrigate comes to the rescue. As a manufacturer of wireless agricultural
irrigation monitoring (WAIM) technology, the company’s hardware and software solutions are
designed to notify irrigators of costly events, such as copper theft or system immobilization –
anything that stops the product from working and requires a visit from the farmer.
In August 2010, an irrigation dealership in northern Indiana asked the company to incorporate
a copper theft detection circuit into the product that didn’t use any external power. No small
feat. But the team worked day and night for five months to develop the WireRat®, which only
draws .00035 amperes of electrical current. More than 20 people in Indiana have been
apprehended so far due to the WireRat® technology.

At a glance:
Edward DeSalle, general manager/
majority owner
Current leadership since 2008
Founded: 2006
Location: Bloomington
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/1
Full-time equivalent employees: 8 in
2012; 11 expected in 2013
www.netirrigate.com

The company expects 107% revenue growth in 2013.
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netlogx, LLC
With big-name clients like Wishard Health Services and state governments in Indiana, Michigan
and Arizona, it’s no wonder information risk management consultancy firm netlogx, LLC has
seen continued growth over the last several years.
Originally from England, the wife and husband team of Audrey and Nick Taylor began the
company in Indianapolis with the goal of creating a consulting services firm that strives for
excellence, upholds the best business ethics and treats customers, employees and partners
with respect and honesty.
Continuous research and development ensure that the processes and tools used by netlogx are
the best available. The company recently deployed PPMlogx, which allows customers to see
their entire collection of projects and measure and prioritize them within a portfolio.
In 2012, a new business model delivered its services into silos: govlogx (state government);
heathlogx (health care); munilogx (municipalities); fedlogx (federal government) and more. This
move will continue to leverage the company’s growth in specific areas.

At a glance:
Audrey Taylor, owner
Current leadership since 1998
Founded: 1998
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: information technology
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 42 in
2012; 53 expected in 2013
www.netlogx.com

Nexxt Spine, LLC
At a glance:
Andrew Elsbury, president
Current leadership since 2009
Founded: 2009
Location: Noblesville
Primary business: health care and
social assistance
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 2/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 15 in
2012; 21 expected in 2013
www.nexxtspine.com

When former Colts quarterback Peyton Manning had neck surgery, the phrase “single level
anterior fusion” became a little better known to the general public. But Nexxt Spine president
Andrew Elsbury is well-versed in that and similar surgeries. The company manufactures spinal
implants and custom instruments for such procedures. It also designs devices to meet the
needs of surgeons, hospitals and ambulatory surgery centers.
A manufacturing center allows the company to make its own instruments in-house, which
increased quality and reduced production lead time from 12 weeks to just four.
In 2013, Nexxt Spine tripled in size. It merged sales, marketing and engineering with manufacturing
into one 18,000-square-foot facility, increased new product development three-fold and
reduced development time for custom instrument requests from three weeks to three days.
There was 33% revenue growth in 2012; the company expects 50% revenue growth and a
40% increase in employees in 2013.

Novia CareClinics
Waking in the morning with a scratchy throat and headache but not having time to take off
from work and see a physician can be stressful for employees and lower their productivity. For
companies that use employer-sponsored on-site health clinics, employees can take care of
their health and get back on the job as soon as possible.
Novia CareClinics is Indiana’s largest manager of on-site and near-site clinics that provide primary
care health services to over 50,000 eligible employees and dependents. The company opened
its first Health & Wellness Center in February 2007. It now has 50 centers for 78 employer groups.
Offering shared clinics has enabled Novia CareClinics to serve small- and medium-sized
companies that wish to provide health services to employees.
The company has gained a competitive advantage with an innovative approach to management
services. Novia CareClinics looks beyond typical funding methods. It also allows increased time
with providers and integrated care for patients.
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At a glance:
Eric Olson, chairman, president and CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 2006
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: health care and
social assistance
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 50/5
Full-time equivalent employees: 142 in
2012; 160 expected in 2013
www.noviacareclinics.com
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Phoenix Data Corporation
Phoenix Data Corporation is an Indianapolis-based, woman-owned company that specializes in
document management and information technology for the government, military and health
care industry.
The company has a patented software technology that the military uses on a regular basis,
says president and CEO Carol Curran. “Anything that goes crash, boom, bang, we have
something to do with the writing of the software.”
In 2010, the company hired Dr. Russell Eberhart, co-inventor of Particle Swarm Optimization –
a new technology that calculates multiple optimal solutions many times faster than previous
methods. The technology is applied to electronic warfare solutions, logistics planning,
communications networks, and scheduling and distributing resources.
Currently, Phoenix Data Corporation is partnering with Concurrent Technologies Corp. at the
Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Crane to develop new military opportunities.

At a glance:
Carol Curran, president and CEO
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 2001
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: information technology
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 3/2
Full-time equivalent employees: 70 in
2012; 95 expected in 2013
www.phoenixdatacorporation.com

Protective Coatings, Inc.
At a glance:
Michael Murrell, president
Current leadership since 1991
Founded: 1958
Location: Fort Wayne
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 56 in
2012; 60 expected in 2013
www.proco-fwi.com

When Protective Coatings, Inc. was founded in 1958, it only applied tank linings. That industry
had historically fluctuated in volume, which spurred the company to diversify into related areas,
including pipe linings. Today, its main focuses include rubber lining steel pipes, tanks and
other equipment to combat corrosive and abrasive materials.
The company recently altered its lining process from 20-foot lengths of pipe to 50-foot lengths,
which allows Protective Coatings to cut down on installation costs for its customers. The
company had formerly leased part of its warehouse to other companies, but recently began
using that space for a new production area as it has doubled its manufacturing capabilities.
Protective Coatings has also been able to assist employees by reducing labor-intensive steps in
the work process by adding new machines and improved techniques, which have also
increased productivity. This allows the company to ship products to customers in a shorter
amount of time.

Royal Excursion
By purchasing Mishawaka’s first super-stretch Cadillac Escalade limousine in 2002, Royal
Excursion created a name for itself. The new sophistication that came with the addition of the
limousine enhanced its brand, as customers now ask for a “Royal Excursion” type of transportation.
Royal Excursion also met the requests of its customers by offering event packages. The
company started by offering tickets to ballgames, concerts, theaters and more to all age
groups. It made Royal Excursion a one-stop-shop for those seeking stress-free travel.
The company also offers the Royal Excursion Express Line (REEL), which provides luxury
commuter transportation from South Bend to downtown Chicago and Midway Airport, while
providing comfort, accessibility and lifestyle enhancements.
Royal Excursion uses its motor coaches or limos as a 100% donation to help charities raise
money and awareness. In the past, the company donated eight motor coaches to schools so
students could participate in a healthy living program focusing on nutrition and exercise.
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At a glance:
Shannon Kaser, president
Current leadership since 1998
Founded: 1998
Location: Mishawaka
Primary business: transportation and
warehousing
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 2/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 98 in
2012; 108 expected in 2013
www.royalexcursion.com
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Sportula Products
Are you a sports enthusiast that loves to see your team’s logo everywhere? Even down to the
items you use to prepare your food? Then Sportula Products has the merchandise for you.
Sportula manufactures and sells Sportulas (spatulas), tongs, forks and boasters (coasters)
made of heavy-duty stainless steel with team logos. The company also has designs for fathers,
mothers, grandparents, firefighters, police officers and more.
The company focuses on selling a small amount of products that are unique and high quality.
Those at Sportula Products like to say, “We don’t want to sell a lot of products; we just want to
sell the right products (and a lot of them).”
In July 2012, Sportula became an official licensee of the National Football League. By becoming
an official licensee (or the “white rhino” of the licensing industry) and adding NHL products to
its line earlier this year, the company anticipates a 138% increase in revenue in 2013.

At a glance:
David Bazzoni, founder
Current leadership since 2009
Founded: 2009
Location: Warsaw
Primary business: Retail trade
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 15 in
2012; 25 expected in 2013
www.sportula.com

StrataShops
At a glance:
John Webber, owner
Current leadership since 2008
Founded: 2008
Location: Elkhart
Primary business: Retail trade
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 7 in
2012; 10 expected in 2013
www.stratashops.com

With the advent of online research in the purchasing of home décor items, eCommerce
furniture and décor web site operator StrataShops knew it needed to adopt a low-price
guarantee policy to beat the competition. The company worked to create relationships that
enable it to offer some of the lowest prices in the industry.
All aspects of StrataShops’ operations are handled in-house, which has led to an unmatched
competitive advantage. Company departments work closely together to provide an easy
shopping experience for the consumer.
The company’s samples program allows customers to request free samples of materials mailed to
their homes. The program created an additional layer of trust between StrataShops and the consumer.
Recently, StrataShops completed a partnership with the Arbor Day Foundation. For every piece
of furniture made of recycled plastic that was purchased, the company donated a new tree. By
the end of the program, StrataShops donated almost 1,000 trees that were planted in Florida,
Michigan and South Carolina.

Summers Plumbing Heating & Cooling, Inc.
After president and owner Steve Line purchased Summers Plumbing Heating & Cooling, Inc. in
2008, he knew it was vital to choose employees that were driven and could embrace the vision
of the company. His first seven hires fit that description, and six of them remain with the
company today.
Line also determined that Summers Plumbing Heating & Cooling would focus on residential
customers. The company would also only service those in a designated area, which was
originally Hamilton County. These decisions resulted in the company turning down several
projects, but also enabled it to meet more customer needs.
When Summers Plumbing Heating & Cooling is looking to move into a new market, it starts by
testing possible locations. Once the company has a solid customer base in a new town, a local
branch is set up and run independently. This allowed the company to increase employees by
42% in 2012, with additional growth of 27% expected in 2013.
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At a glance:
Steve Line, president and owner
Current leadership since 2008
Founded: 1969
Location: Noblesville
Primary business: Retail trade
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 6/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 75 in
2012; 95 expected in 2013
www.summersPHC.com
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TinderBox, Inc.
TinderBox produces a web-based solution that streamlines the presentation, proposal and
contract processes for sales and marketing teams. It enables clients to create and collaborate
on sales content, track real-time prospect activity and refine effective content while maintaining
brand consistency.
Since its inception in 2010, subscription revenues have increased monthly. And the growth has
taken off since early 2012 as the company has tripled its revenue and increased its size by 400%. It
has also announced plans to expand its Indianapolis headquarters and create up to 95 jobs by 2016.
TinderBox recently completed a round of financing that included the West Coast angel
investment group Funders Club; the company is the first non-Silicon Valley organization to
receive funding through the prestigious organization.

At a glance:
Dustin Sapp, president and co-founder
Current leadership since 2010
Founded: 2010
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: Information
technology
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
www.gettinderbox.com

President and co-founder Dustin Sapp, who has been involved with other successful start-ups,
traveled to the White House earlier this year with four other Indiana entrepreneurs as part of a
Startup America Partnership event.

Tyson Onsite
Within a short time of taking over Tyson Onsite, the new owners discovered something that
hadn’t been disclosed before the purchase: a major customer was taking its business elsewhere.

At a glance:
Brent Claymon and Matthew Claymon,
principals
Current leadership since 2012
Founded: 2012
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: construction
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/1
Full-time equivalent employees: 41 in
2012; 50 expected in 2013
www.TysonOnsite.com

But that initial challenge ended up becoming a large business opportunity for Tyson Onsite,
which handles the leasing and sales of mobile offices, commercial modular buildings, relocatable
classrooms and on-site storage solutions. The company was able to negotiate a mutuallybeneficial separation and seek a new customer for the product that was returned.
Tyson Onsite refurbishes and renovates each building inside its 150,000-square-foot facility,
which houses state-of-the-art safety equipment and process management techniques that
provide customers with “like new” equipment.
The company has already expanded its market footprint to include the Chicagoland, Kentucky/
southern Indiana regions, as well as locations in Indianapolis and St. Louis; it expects revenue
growth of 15% in 2013.

Union Station Technology Center
Before the “tech bubble” burst in 2001, Union Station Technology Center (USTC) had grown
into Indiana’s second largest carrier hotel (a secure physical site where data systems converge
and are interconnected). To protect itself from future bursts, the company began to expand its
focus. Part of the business was sold in 2010 and USTC had an opportunity to move into its
current Infrastructure as a Service model.
Located in fiber-rich northern Indiana, USTC offers low-cost computing space, power services
and connectivity that enable customers to compete in the global marketplace.
In 2013, the company purchased the last remaining Studebaker manufacturing plant for its
aggressive expansion, with a goal of developing the campus into the premier technology center
in the Midwest – as well as an economic driver for the region.
USTC provides infrastructure at no cost to a non-profit cloud computing organization that
provides IT resources to more than 20 other 501(c)(3) organizations at below-market rates.
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At a glance:
Kevin Smith, CEO
Current leadership since 1988
Founded: 1988
Location: South Bend
Primary business: information
technology
Sites in Indiana/elsewhere: 1/0
Full-time equivalent employees: 7 in
2012; 8 expected in 2013
www.ustechcenter.com
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